SUCCESS STORY

CREATING A SOFTWARE-DEFINED DATA CENTER
at a Renowned, East Coast University

What Data Networks
Did for the University
■

Dramatically slashed the capital and
operational costs of technology

■

Implemented identical SoftwareDefined Data Centers, based on Dell
and VMware technologies—one on
campus and the other in a collocated
site

■

Replaced aging servers with highperformance servers in each data
center

■

Replaced network and storage
management systems to achieve full
virtualization across its computestore-network infrastructure

■

■

Designed, tested, and executed a
business continuity solution, using
each data center as mutual failover for
the other
Designed, tested, and executed a
disaster recovery plan based on the
capabilities of the virtual network

The challenge
Founded in 1856, this renowned, east coast university today boasts more than
41,000 students along with 12 schools and colleges that offer over 200 degreegranting programs, both on-campus and online. The university’s 800-person facilities
management department is responsible for the university’s physical campus—its
buildings, utilities, and grounds—including its data center.
The facilities management department faced all-too-common challenges with an
aging, low-performing, and still partially physical infrastructure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The existing data center infrastructure was in some cases more than a decade
old; a quarter of its 100 workloads were still entirely physical
The two racks in its single, on-campus data center held 21 servers that were
becoming less able to handle the workloads
The servers had either passed end of warranty/end of support, were within
months of that happening, or were only a year away
The large number of servers incurred excessive power and environmental costs
The existing, single data center wasn’t providing sufficient business continuity
assurance; a disaster was a potentially unrecoverable event
Managing and maintaining such a patchwork infrastructure had become
complex, expensive, and inefficient

The solution
Working in close collaboration with the facilities management department, Data
Networks agreed that the strongest and most scalable investment would be to
implement two identical Software-Defined Data Centers, sharing the workloads in
an active/active cluster. Four Dell PowerEdge servers were installed—identically
provisioned and configured, at each location, thereby reducing the number of servers
by 13 in the process. The eight servers were configured as follows: 384GB of memory
on each server; two high-performance Dell 4128F-ON Top of Rack switches; Dell
S3048-ON switch; two optical transceivers; and approximately 167TB of flash storage
spread across all servers.
Data Networks deployed VMware NSX Data Center to deliver full network
virtualization. A self-service portal allows administrators to manage and control the
services delivered to the applications and application workloads without requiring
changes to the university’s Central IT networking services. Logical Routing in NSX
enables communication between workloads belonging to different subnets. E-W
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traffic is optimized by Distributed Logical Routers; N-S traffic is handled by NSX Edge
Services Gateways. High availability is provided by two models—Active-Standby and
ECMP—which when combined, allow the facilities management department to easily
build multiple logical topologies.
The facilities management department was using a flash storage array introduced to
the market in 2010. Data Networks replaced it with VMware’s vSAN Enterprise hosted on
vSAN Ready Nodes on the PowerEdge servers. Each server was configured with 800GB
of flash storage. Key to making that choice was VMware vSAN’s capability to scale to
high capacity over time. This extended the life of the department’s investment, since
they only used eight of 24 drive slots, leaving enough room to triple capacity and cache.
With the twin SDDCs in place, and even with a 62% reduction in the number of servers,
the department still doubled the amount of storage from 85TB to 167TB.

About Data Networks
Data Networks provides effective
technology-based solutions to meet
your unique needs. Our solutions
are specifically developed to help
you drive productivity and manage
change. Capabilities include the
delivery of complete solutions around
Client Computing, Data Center,
Networking, Security, plus Cloud and
Managed Services.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

The result
The department measures costs in two ways—the capital expense of the hardware and
software, and the operational costs of keeping them up and running. In both areas, the
SDDCs made dramatic improvements. With its old infrastructure, the department was
looking at a CAPEX of $1,213,012 over the coming five years. With the SDDC in place,
that five-year budget plummeted to $696,803, most of which was the initial investment
in new components. The savings? $516,209, or 42%. With its old infrastructure, the client
was projected to spend $112,762 for power, cooling and floor space. With the SDDC,
that projected cost came down by 35% to $36,987.
Data Networks vetted and selected the collocation host, and mounted and built an
identical configuration at the site. Despite the reduced number of servers in the two
Software-Defined Data Centers, CPU performance increased by 40%. And equally as
important, the power demand for two data centers over the next five years is projected
to be cut by 68%.
The department had already made significant existing investments in VMware
management. By keeping all components within the Dell and VMware families, the
department leveraged the skills and tribal knowledge the organization had developed.
With that familiarity, the department avoided soft cost overruns due to training and
transitions.
The collocated infrastructure made solid business continuity a reality—the active/active
vSAN Stretch Cluster allows each site to be the active failover site for the other. And
with NSX virtual networking, the workloads don’t require any reconfiguration no matter
which site fails, and which acts as failover.

By partnering at the highest levels
with the industry’s most respected
manufacturers, Data Networks can
deliver the right products for your
environment with the most aggressive
pricing possible. Our strong vendor
relationships also bring technical
training opportunities, expedited
help desk resources, and professional
service liaisons for consulting and
project engagements.

INSPIRED ENGINEERING
Our goal is to be your trusted
technology advisor. So we staff
highly-qualified engineers who bring
years of experience and the most
advanced technical certifications to
every engagement. We assign them
a single area of technical focus, a
unique approach that allows them
to continually update their skills and
expand their specialized technical
knowledge. And we arm them with
documented best practices developed
over more than 35 years of publicsector service.

The department can now replicate entire application environments to its data centers
for disaster recovery. Failover and failback between the on-campus and the remote sites
happen without any administrative changes to the networking configuration or without
having to call Central IT Networking Services.
Today, the department operates a streamlined, cost-contained, highly flexible
infrastructure to support its users. Costs are lower. Performance is higher. Security and
continuity are assured. And its infrastructure is ready to grow, with minimal investments,
for many years to come.
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